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Abstract

Clonus is one of the important clinical sign elicited in neurology. It is the rhythmic muscle contraction which
usually occurs in patients with lesions involving descending motor pathways. Repetition of this sequence of events
induces rhythmic oscillation of some joints, the frequency of which is generally between 5 and 8 Hz. Clonus usually
elicited at ankle and knee. Jaw clonus is rarely reported. We report here jaw clonus in a patient who presented with
vascular dementia and Parkinsonism.
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Introduction
Clonus is a series of rhythmic involuntary muscular contractions

occurring at a frequency of 5–7 Hz in response to an abruptly applied
and sustained stretch stimulus [1]. It often accompanies the spasticity
and hyperactive deep tendon reflexes seen in corticospinal tract
disease. Clonus is usually elicited at ankle and patella [2]. Pronator
clonus been described in literature and wrist clonus been reported
rarely [2,3]. Clonus of jaw can occur occasionally and case reports with
jaw clonus are very few.

Case Report
55 year old male chronic smoker and known case of hypertension

with history of stroke in the form of right hemiparesis four months
back with partial recovery, presented to us with abrupt onset,
fluctuating course and stepwise progressive dementing illness with
Parkinsonism. He had history of behavioral changes in the form
apathy, social incontinence for bladder and memory impairment often
improved with clues. He also had history of slowness in all activities,
recurrent falls and monotonous speech. There was no history of
inappropriate laughing, crying or difficulty in swallowing.

On examination patient had hypomimetic face, low volume
monotonous speech, frontal release signs in the form of glabellar tap,
palmo-mental reflex. His Hutchinski score was 11. He had
bradykinesia and cogwheel rigidity at wrist joint bilaterally. He also
had bilateral pyramidal signs in the form of spasticity at elbow joints,
pronator catch, spasticity in lower limbs, brisk reflexes with
asymmetry (R>L). His plantars were extensor bilaterally. His gait was
characterized by short steps, reduced arm swing admixed with right
sided spastic hemiplegic gait. However an interesting clinical finding
was noticed in our patient, upon eliciting jaw jerk it was not only brisk
but also there was persistent clonic movement. Jaw clonus was
persistent as long as finger was kept over jaw with sustained pressure.
His MRI brain showed multiple infarcts in subcortical structure
involving basal ganglia, internal capsule and periventricular areas
(Figure 1a, b).

Figure 1a: T2W MRI brain showing infarcts in subcortical structure
involving left basal ganglia, internal capsule and periventricular
areas.

Discussion
Clonus depends for its elicitation on an appropriate degree of

muscle relaxation, integrity of the spinal stretch reflex mechanisms,
sustained hyperexcitability of the α-motor neurons and γ-motor
neurons (suprasegmental effects) and synchronisation of the
contraction–relaxation cycle of muscle spindles [1]. Simpler
mechanisms of clonus are alternating stretch reflexes [2]. It is also
hypothesised that clonus results from the action of the central
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oscillator [4]. Ankle and patellar clonus are commonly described [2].
Pronator clonus, while eliciting pronator catch, may occur owing to
severe hypertonus and wrist clonus though rare been reported [2].
Sharma B et al. [3] and sung et al. [5] reported a rare case of wrist
clonus mimicking action induced tremors.

Figure 1b: T1W MRI brain showing infarcts in right basal ganglia
and thalamus.

The jaw jerk was discovered by accident and was described in
1885-1886. It was a late sequel of Whytt's seminal description of the
stretch reflex. The jaw jerk is a brisk, partial, upward jerk of the jaw
caused by contraction of the temporalis, masseter and medial
pterygoid muscles in response to striking the chin when the mouth is
open. In patients with supranuclear lesions of the trigeminal nerve (eg,
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, extensive multiple sclerosis, bilateral
corticobulbar infarction with pseudobulbar palsy), the jaw jerk is
exaggerated and clonus may occur [6].

Jaw muscles have two types of spindle afferents based on their
sensitivity. Afferents with high sensitivity during stretching of the jaw
muscles and their silencing during the release phase of muscle stretch
were classified as primary-like spindle afferents. A second type of tonic
afferents was modulated only modestly during stretching of the jaw-
elevator muscles classified as secondary-like spindle afferents because
of their low dynamic sensitivity during ramp muscle stretch and their
continued discharge during the release phase of muscle stretch [7].
The projection of jaw-muscle spindle afferents to caudal brainstem

regions plays a significant role in masticatory-muscle stretch reflexes
and in the integration of trigeminal proprioceptive information and its
transmission to higher centers [8]. There lies a multiple disynaptic
jaw-muscle spindle afferent-motoneuron circuits and these pathways
convey long-latency jaw-muscle stretch reflexes and may contribute to
stiffness regulation of the masticatory muscles [9].

Beevor, et al. [10] described a case of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
with clonus of the lower jaw way back in 1886. Iodice et al reported a
case of jaw tremor in a case of amyotropic lateral sclerosis [11].
Exaggerated jaw jerk is considered due to supranuclear lesion of the
trigeminal nerve and it may occur in ALS [12]. Worster- Drought [13]
described 82 cases of varying degrees of congenital suprabulbar paresis
in which they mentioned exaggerated jaw jerk in almost all patients.
Though exact number of percentage was not mentioned, they
described that often patients in that series had jaw clonus.. Here we
describe a rare case of jaw clonus in a patient of vascular dementia
with bilateral pyramidal and extrapyramidal features. Though there
was no pseudobulbar effect or spastic tongue in our patient, possible
hypothesis for brisk jaw jerk with jaw clonus was multiinfarct state
involving corticobulbar fibres.
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